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Investment Activities Picked Up Noticeably, Industrial and Hotel Assets Continued to Outperform

Investment activities picked up considerably in Q2 on the back of eased COVID restrictions, with investment funds actively 

searching for properties to fit alternative investment strategies or as inflationary hedges. The large-size deal (>HK$100 million) 

consideration and deal count in Q2 grew by 124% q-o-q and 25% q-o-q, respectively. The recovery in demand has been 

predominately driven by investment funds' appetite for value-added opportunities, particularly for industrial assets. 

Industrial investment by consideration accounted for 47% of large-size transactions in the quarter, amounting to circa HKD8.6 

billion, the second strongest industrial quarter since Q4 2017. Furthermore, three of the top five acquisitions were categorized as 

industrial assets. American asset manager Nuveen purchased the Cargo Consolidation Complex in Kwai Chung for a lump sum 

of HKD2.88 billion, or HKD 10,900 per sq ft, the city’s highest-ever recorded en-bloc industrial deal on per sf basis. It is 

noteworthy that this asset has been fully converted into data center use, currently a red-hot asset class for investment funds. The 

two other deals of the three were a portfolio acquisition purchase by China Resources Logistics for the Kerry Godown in Shatin, 

and the Kerry Godown in Chai Wan, for HKD2.33 billion and HKD2.29 billion, respectively. 

Investment momentum in hotel assets continued to outperform, accounting for around 20% of the total investment consideration 

and growing six-fold on the previous quarter. Both local and foreign funds were active in this sector. Shun Ho Construction, a 

wholly-owned subsidiary of Hong Kong-listed Magnificent Hotel Investments, purchased Bay Bridge Lifestyle Retreat, an en-bloc 

hotel asset in Tsuen Wan, for a lump sum of HKD1.42 billion. Meanwhile, US-based asset manager PGIM executed a JV with 

local co-working operator Weave Living to acquire the en-bloc hotel asset Rosedale Hotel in Kowloon, for a total consideration of 

HKD1.38 billion. Many of the recent hotel acquisitions are typically intended for value-added strategies.
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PROPERTY LOCATION PURCHASER VENDOR SECTOR
PRICE 

(HKD MN)

Cargo Consolidation Complex (En-bloc) Kwai Chung Nuveen Private Investor Industrial
2,880

(~HK$10,900 psf)

Kerry Godown (Shatin) (En-bloc) Shatin
China Resources 

Logistics
Kerry Properties Industrial

2,330

(~HK$5,760 psf)

Kerry Godown (Chai Wan) (En-bloc) Chai Wan
China Resources 

Logistics
Kerry Properties Industrial

2,290

(~HK$4,390 psf)

Bay Bridge Lifestyle Retreat (En-bloc) Tsuen Wan
Shun Ho Construction/ 

Magnificent Hotel
Private Investor Hotel 1,420

Rosedale Hotel (En-bloc) Tai Kok Tsui WEAVE Living, PGIM
Shaw Holdings, ITC 

Properties
Hotel 1,375
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About Cushman & Wakefield

Cushman & Wakefield (NYSE: CWK) is a leading global real estate 

services firm that delivers exceptional value for real estate occupiers and 

owners. Cushman & Wakefield is among the largest real estate services 

firms with approximately 50,000 employees in over 400 offices and 60 

countries. Across Greater China, 22 offices are servicing the local 

market. The company won four of the top awards in the Euromoney 

Survey 2017, 2018 and 2020 in the categories of Overall, Agency 

Letting/Sales, Valuation and Research in China. In 2021, the firm had 

revenue of $9.4 billion across core services of property, facilities and 

project management, leasing, capital markets, valuation and other 

services. To learn more, visit www.cushmanwakefield.com.hk or follow 

us on LinkedIn (https://www.linkedin.com/company/cushman-&-

wakefield-greater-china).
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Office sector investment activities picked up relatively well q-o-q with some acquisitions for self-use purposes. For instance, 

Nanyang Commercial Bank purchased three floors at NCB Innovation Centre (previously 888 Lai Chi Kok road) for a lump sum 

of HKD1.2 billion. We expect to see self-use acquisition in the office sector as the prevalent trend, as investors may likely 

otherwise sway away from this asset type until there is greater economic and global geopolitical certainty.

Mainland Investors Emerged as the Largest Player in Q2, Supported by Several Big Deals

After a relatively quiet few quarters, mainland China-based investors were again active in Q2, accounting for more than 40% of 

overall investment transaction volume, mostly propelled by a few dominant acquisitions among the aforementioned industrial and 

office deals. In addition, CR Enterprise also purchased a community shopping center in Taipo in late Q2. Meanwhile, 

international funds continued to stay active in the industrial and hotel spaces, amidst continued border restrictions and 

geopolitical uncertainty. Two of the top five deals in the quarter were purchased by foreign investment funds, with two of them 

classified as hotel assets. 

This quarter indicates that there is still ample interest in value-added and growth opportunities, particularly in the industrial space. 

Since the onset of COVID-19, many overseas real estate funds have shifted their strategy and allocations to lean towards 

industrial properties, with data center conversions particularly favored. As demand for cloud storage and tech operations rises,

we expect to see greater investment in this space for industrial upgrading to data center uses.
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